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The author studies the Etimov effect of three-body Schriidinger operators. By use 
of the variational method, the effect is proved under the assumptions that pair 
potentials fall off with order 0( 1x1 -O), p > 2, at infinity and that all three two-body 
subsystems have a zero resonance nergy. CC 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the most remarkable results in the spectral analysis for three- 
body Schrodinger operators is the so-called Efimov effect: If all three two- 
particle subsystems do not have negative bound state energies but a zero 
resonance energy, then three-particle systems have an infinite number of 
negative bound state energies accumulating at zero. This effect was first dis- 
covered by Elimov [l]. Since then, the problem has been studied in detail 
in several physics journals. For references, see, for example, the book [6]. 
The rigorous mathematical proof of the effect has been done by [7,8]. In 
[8], Yafaev proved the EIimov effect by use of the Faddeev equation 
method. Roughly speaking, the class of pair potentials considered in [S] 
requires the decaying property V(X) = 0( 1x1 -“), p > 3, as 1x1 + co, x E Rt, 
and the C’ +‘-class, 0 > 4, smoothness restriction. On the other hand, in 
[7], Ovchinnikov and Sigal introduced an interesting variational method 
to prove the Elimov effect for 2 H (heavytl L (light) particle systems 
under the assumption that only H-L subsystems with spherically sym- 
metric interactions having the decaying property V(x) = 0( (xl -O), p > 2, 
have a zero resonance energy. All three two-particle subsystems are not 
necessarily to have a zero resonance energy. In this work we put forward 
the variational method initiated by [7] to prove the Efimov effect for 
general three-particle systems without mass restriction under the assump- 
tions that pair potentials (not necessarily spherically symmetric) have the 
decaying property V(x) = 0(1x( -P), p > 2, and that all three two-particle 
subsystems have a zero resonance energy. 
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The present work consists of 10 sections. The main theorem is for- 
mulated in Section 5 and is proved in Sections 669. The proof requires a 
tedious calculation. In Section 1, we collect several integral formulas which 
are used as a basic tool to carry out such a calculation. As a pointed out 
in [7], the Etimov effect is closely related to the problem on the binding 
of particles through conspiracy of potential wells. Let H(R) = -A + 
V(x) + V(x - R) be the Schrodinger operator with parameter R E R3 acting 
on the space L2(Ri). Assume that H = --d + V does not have negative 
bound state energies but a zero resonance energy. Then H(R) can have at 
least one negative bound state energy for IRI % 1 large enough, even if the 
single well potential V(X) itself cannot produce a bound state and if the 
double wells of V(x) + V(x - R), /RI 9 1, do not interact with each other 
at negative energies in classical mechanics. In Sections 2-4, we consider this 
problem and present an idea based on the low energy analysis of two-body 
resolvents to prove the result above. The idea developed here plays a 
central role in proving the Elimov effect. By a different method, a similar 
problem has been studied in [4] for a class of compactly supported non- 
positive potentials. 
After formulating the main theorem in Section 5, Sections 6-9 are 
devoted to proving the theorem. In Section 6, we first consider the case of 
2 H - 1 L systems with two heavy identical masses and one light different 
mass under the assumption that H-L subsystems only have a zero 
resonance energy. Unfortunately, under the above assumption, the 
obtained result cannot cover the case of three-particle systems with three 
identical masses. Throughout Sections 7-9, it is assumed that all three two- 
particle subsystems have a zero resonance energy. In Section 7, we prove 
the Etimov effect for the case of three-particle systems with three identical 
masses under the new assumption above, and the result is extended to the 
case of 2 L-l H systems in Section 8 and to the general case without mass 
restriction in Section 9. 
In the last section, we discuss the problem on the number of negative 
bound state energies. Let N(E), E > 0, be the number of negative bound 
state energies below -E. Then we obtain the lower bound on N(E), 
lim E+O inf N(E)/llog EJ > 0 strictly. This follows from the result in [3] on 
the asymptotic formula for the number of bound states of Schrodinger 
operators -d + I’(x) with potentials V(x) behaving like V(x) - -c 1x1 -2, 
c> l/4, as 1x1 + co. 
1. INTEGRAL FORMULAS 
As stated in the Introduction, the proof of the Efimov effect requires a 
rather tedious calculation. We here collect several integral formulas which 
are used as a basic tool to carry out such a calculation. 
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Let CJ > 0 and a = (a,, a2, a3) E R3. Then we define F(x; 0, a), x E R3, by 
F(x;o,a)=Ix-ai-‘exp(-&Ix-al). (1.1) 
We further introduce various integrals as follows: 
Z(0, 7; a, b) = J F( x; (T, a) F(x; 7, b) dx, 
IJo, 7; a, b) = 1 (S/&)(x; c, a) F(x; 7, b) dx, 
Z,(o, 7; a, b) = 1 (i?F/aa,)(x; o’, a) F(x; 7,b) dx, lGjG3, 
Zoo(o, 7; a, b) = { (cY*F/c?a*)(x; CJ, a) F(x; 7, b) dx, 
Z,,,-(0, 7; a, b) = 1 (~*F/&J c?a,)(x; CT, a) F(x; 7, b) dx, lGjG3, 
where the integrations with no domains attached are taken over the whole 
space R:. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let the notations be as above. 
(1) Assume that o # 7 and a # b. Then: 
(i) Z=47c(Aexp(-fila-bl)+Bexp(-Jla-bj)), where A= 
la-b(-‘(z--a)-‘, B= -(a-blP’(z-a)-‘. 
(ii) I,=4n(Aexp(-&la-bl)+Bexp(-&la-bl)), where 
A=(a-b(-‘(7-~)*-$~‘~*(7-a)~‘, B= -la-bj-‘(z--a)-*. 
(iii) 1,=4x{ (a,- bj)/la-bl}(Aexp(-~la-~l)+~exp(-~la-bl)), 
where 
A= -(la-b12+la-bb(-1a’i2)(z-a)~‘, 
B=(\a-b(-2+la-bl-1~1’2)(~-cr)-‘. 
(iv) Z~=4z(Aexp(-&la-bl)+Bexp(-$\a-bl)), where 
A=21a-bj-‘(z-a)-3-od1’2(7-.)-2 
+~(la-bjcr-1+a-3/2)(7-c)-1, 
B= -21a-b(-1(z-a)P3. 
(V) Z~,=4n{(aj-bj)/la-bl}(Aexp(-~la-bl)+Bexp(-vl;la-bl)), 
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A= -(la-bl~2+(a-b~-‘a”2)(r-u) 2+~(r-u) ‘? 
B=(la-bl-~2+la-b( ‘r”2)(z-c7-2. 
(2) Assume that u = 7 and a # b. Then: 
(i) Z=27ca -“2exp(-$&z-bj). 
(ii) I,= -(n/2)(la-bj o-’ +a~3’2)exp(-&ja-bl). 
(iii) I,= -2n((u,- b,Yb-4) exp(-&b-W). 
(iv) Z,=(z/6)((a-b12a~3/2+31a-bla-2 +30--5’2)exp(-&la-bl). 
(V) Zo,=(n/2){(Uj-b,)/la-b(}la-bl a~“2exp(-&la-bl). 
Zf, in particular, a = 6, then I = 2770 ~ ‘I’, I0 = -(n/2) c -312, Z,, = 
(71/2) u-51’, and I,,, = 0. 
ProoJ By the Fourier transformation, the function F(x; q, a) is 
represented as 
(1) Formula (i) follows from the Parseva relation and formulas 
(ii)-(v) follow by differentiation. 
(2) By the Taylor expansion, 
exp(-,,/%/a-bl)=exp(-&la-bl) 
+,glJ!! gj(~)exp(-~l~-bl)(~-~)J+O(l~-~14), 
where g,= -fla-bJap”2 and 
g,=ala-b120-‘+~I,-bla-3’2, 
g,= -$la-b13~~3~2-~[~-b12a-2-~~la-bl u-5/2. 
Therefore, formulas (i)-(v) follow by the limit procedure. 1 
2. EXISTENCE OF BOUND STATES FOR DOUBLE WELL POTENTIALS 
In this section we study the problem on the binding of Schrodinger 
particles through conspiracy of potential wells. 
We work in the 3-dimensional space R,. Let V,(x), 1 < j < 2, be a real 
potential such that 
W), I Vj(X)l G (31 + Ixl)-p, p > 2. 
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The constant p is used with the meaning ascribed above throughout the 
entire discussion. We may assume, without loss of generality, that 
2 < p < 3. Consider the Schriidinger operator H, = -A + Vj acting on the 
space L*(Rz). The operator Hi is assumed to satisfy the following condi- 
tions: 
(H.l) Hj does not have negative bound state energies. 
(H.2) H, has a resonance energy. 
We further define the operator H(R) with parameter R = (RI, R,, R3) E R3 
by 
H(R) = -A + V,(x) + V,(x - R). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the notations be as above. Assume (V),, (H.l), and 
(H.2). Then the operator H(R) has at least one negative bound state energy 
for 1 RI 9 1 large enough. 
The proof of the theorem above is done in Section 4. Before going into 
the rigorous proof, we present an idea how the negative bound state energy 
of H(R) is approximately determined. The idea developed here plays a 
central role throughout the entire discussion in this work. 
For brevity, we assume V,(x) to be of compact support. Consider the 
eigenvalue problem 
H(R)4 = -&A E=E(R)>O. (2.1) 
We construct an approximate normalized eigenfunction 4 = 4(x; R) to (2.1) 
in the form 
d=A,(R)f,b; R)+A,(Wf,(x-RR) 
with normalization constant A,(R). The construction is based on the 
adiabatic approximation method due to [7] and on the low energy 
analysis of resolvents developed by [2, 51. For the function 4 above, 
problem (2.1) can be put into 
(-A +E)(A,f,(x)+A,f,(x-R)) 
+ ~,b)(AJ-,(x) + AJAX- R)) 
+ I/,(x - R)(A,f,(x) + ALMX - RI) = 0. (2.2) 
The coupling terms V,(x) f2(x - R) and V,(x - R) fi(x) make it difftcult to 
analyze problem (2.2). We deal with these terms by use of the adiabatic 
approximation method. 
Let Kg1 be fixed large enough. For lx]> K, we define A(x) =fi(x; R) 
as 
fr(x; R) = (xl-’ exp( --@lx\). (2.3) 
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The function&. satisfies -Ah+ Ef;= 0 and changes slowly in /x( & 1. Thus 
we can approximate these coupling terms as 
V,(-\.f*fx- RI -f,(R) V,(X)> 
V,(x-R).~,,,~)-f;(R) V,(x- R), 
so that (2.2) is decoupled as 
A,(H, +E)h = -A2.f2@) VI> 
A,(H* + Elf2 = -A,.!-,(R) v2. 
Let K be as above. We may assume that E= E(R) -+ 0 as (RI -+ co. The 
behavior as IRI -+ co of fi(x; R) in 1x1 < 2K is analyzed by use of the low 
energy behavior of the resolvent (H, + E) ~ ‘. 
By assumption (H.2), there exists a real function tij (zero resonance 
function) not in L2 such that H, tij = 0 and hence $j satisfies the integral 
equation 
Let ( , ) denote the L2 scalar product. We normalize I++, by ( V,, tjj) = 
(4~)~‘~. By normalization, tij(x) behaves like 
l+bj(x)= -(47c)‘~2/X/-r(l+o(l)), 1x1 + co. 
We now use the behavior as E + 0 of resolvent (H, + E) ~ I. Under the 
assumption of the theorem, we have 
A,f,= -A2f2(R)E-“2(V,,ICI,)~,+0(1), E-+0, 
and hence, by normalization, 
A,S,(X;R)-A,E-“~IRI~‘~~~(-~JR()I~~-’ (2.4) 
as JR( -+ CC for x, Kc 1x1 < 2K. Similarly 
(2.5) 
On the other hand, we have by (2.3) that 
A,fi(x; R)=AjIXl .m’(1+0(l)), IRI -+ a, (2.6) 
for x as above. 
The approximate negative eigenvalue -E in question is now determined 
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by matching the asymptotic behaviors (2.4)-(2.6). We obtain the matching 
condition 
fiIRIA1=exp(-fiIROA2, 
~IRlA,=exp(-JI-lIl)A,. 
(2.7) 
Since IA, 1 + lAfl # 0, E must satisfy the equation 
JEIRI =ev(-(JEIRI) (2.8) 
and hence the negative eigenvalue -E takes the approximate form 
-E= -E(R)= +c*IRI-*, IRI 9 1, (2.9) 
where K - 0.567143 is the unique root of the equation s = exp( -3). 
In Section 4, we give the rigorous proof of the theorem by constructing 
a normalized test functions 4 =4(x; R) such that 
<H(R)4,4)= -~*IW~(1+41)), IRI+uz. 
We conclude this section by commenting that the argument above can 
be easily extended to the case of multiple well potentials. In particular, the 
argument applied to the case of triple well potentials is used in proving the 
Efomiv effect. 
3. ZERO RESONANCE FUNCTION 
As preparation for the proof of Theorem 2.1, we here state several basic 
properties of zero resonance functions without proofs. These properties can 
be easily verified. 
Assume that V(x) satisfies (V),. Consider the Schriidinger operator 
H= -d + I/ acting on the space L'(Rz). We further assume that H has a 
resonance energy. The zero resonance function It/(x) of H, H+ =O, is 
defined as a non-trivial solution not in L* to the integral equation 
‘b(x)= -(4n)-‘Slx-Yl-‘V(y)ll/(l?)dy 
considered in the weighted L2 space 
L2,= (f(x):(l+ lxl)rf(x)EL*), s > l/2. 
Under assumption (V),, the solution $ E LZ, to (3.1) behaves like 
‘j(x)= -(4x)~‘(I/,Il/)(x(-‘+o(~xl-~+1) 
(3.1) 
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as 1x1 + co, ( , ) being the L’ scalar product. If ( V, rl/) = 0, then $(x) = 
O(IXI~~+‘) and hence it follows from (3.1) that $(x)=O(I-YI -P+’ ‘), 
E =p - 2 > 0, as 1x1 --f co. Thus, if ( V, $) = 0, then we can prove by 
repeated use of the argument above that Ic/ E L’ and hence It/(x) is the 
eigenfunction of H associated with the zero eigenvalue. Therefore, the zero 
resonance function $ not in L’ must satisfy ( V, $) # 0. Thus it follows 
that such a solution to (3.1) is nondegenerate. We normalize the zero 
resonance function $ by 
( v, $) = (47c)‘Y (3.2) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let the notations be as above. Assume (V),>. Then the 
zero resonance function $(x) normalized by (3.2) has the following 
asymptotic behavior as 1x1 -+ CC : 
(i) i&x) = -(47~-“~ JxI -’ + 0( 1x1 PP + ‘). 
(ii) V$(x) = (47~~“~ IxI p2(x/lx1) + 0(/x/ -“). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. 
We now prove Theorem 2.1 through a series of lemmas. 
We keep the same notations as in Section 2. Let X(X)E CF(Rz), 
0 <x < 1, be a smooth cut-off function such that x = 1 for 1x1~ 1 and x = 0 
for 1x1 > 2. We fix 0 as 
2/p<e< I. (4.1) 
We set x0(x; R) = x(x/lRI”) and xm(x; R) = 1 -x0(x; R), so that 
x0 + xuo = 1. Let $j(x), 1 d j< 2, be the zero resonance function of 
H, = -A + V, with normalization ( V,, (cl,) = (47~)“~. Let E= E(R) = 
k2 IRJ -2, K -0.567143, be defined by (2.9), so that E satisfies (2.8). Then 
we define 
f,(x; RI = xok RI gik RI + xc&; RI I;(x; E, 01, 
where F is defined by (1.1) and 
g,(x; R) = -(~~c)~‘~I+$(x) - E”2. 
By definition, we have 
LEMMA 4.1. (i) For x, 1x1 < (RI’, 
(ii) For x, 1x1 >2(RJe, (H,+E)fi= V,fj. 
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By Proposition 3.1, it follows that 
gj=F(x;E,0)+O(IR1-2+0), 14 + 00, 
Vgj=VF(x;E,0)+O((RI~2), IRI -+ co, 
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for x, (RJ’<(xI <21Rle. Thus we have 
LEMMA 4.2. For x, lRIe< 1x1 <2 IRIB, 
(Hi+ E)J;=O(IRI-2-8), IRI -+ co. 
We now define the normalized test function 4 = 4(x, R) as 
4 = A,(R) fi(x; R) + A,(R) fz(x - R; R), 
where the normalization constant A,(R) satisfies the relation A,(R) = 
A,(R) (see the matching condition (2.7)). By definition, fi(x; R)= 
F(x;E,a’) with a’=0 for x, Ixl>21Rls, and also f2(x-R;R)= 
F(x; E, a2) with a2 = R for x, Ix - R( > 2 [RI’. Let Z((a, 5; a, b) be the 
integral as in Section 1. Then we have 
as I RI -+ co. Thus, by Proposition 1.1, we see that Aj( R) behaves like 
A,(R)=A,(R)=olRl-“2(1+o(l)), I4 + ~0, 
for some 0 > 0. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let q5 be as defined above. Then 
(WRM,4)= -E+o((RI-~), (R( + 00. 
Proof Set A(R)=A,(R)=A,(R). We write 
((H(R) + E)q5, q5 ) = T,(R) + T2( R) + remainder term, 
where 
T,=A*(<(H,+E)f,(x),f,(x)) 
+ ( V,(x) fi(x - R), fi(x)>), 
T2 = A’( ((H2 + E)fz(x), fAx) > 
+ (V~(x)fi(x+R),fi(x))). 
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By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, it is easy to see that the remainder term is of order 
O(lRI-*). By (2.8), E”*=fi(R; R) and hence 
for x, 1x1 < JR/‘. This, together with Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 again, proves that 
T,(R) = o(lRI -*). Similarly we can prove that T,(R) is also of order 
o( lR( -2). Thus the lemma is proved. 1 
The lemma above implies Theorem 2.1 and the proof is now complete. 
5. THE EFIMOV EFFECT 
In the present section, the main theorem is formulated. 
Before stating the theorem, we introduce several notations and assump- 
tions. Consider a system of three particles with masses m/- > 0, 1 < j< 3, 
moving in R3 through an interaction given by the sum of pair potentials 
Vjk, 1 <j< k < 3. After elimination of the kinetic energy of the center of 
mass, the energy operator (Schrodinger operator) of such a system takes 
the form 
H=H,f v, v= c vjk 9 (5.1) 
l<j<k<3 
where HO is the free Hamiltonian and the pair potential Vjk between thejth 
and kth particles is a real function of the relative coordinates xj - xk E R3. 
The operators HO and H act on the space L2(R6). For the interaction V, 
we first assume that, 
(A.l) Iv,k(X)l <C(l + Ix~)~‘, xER3, for some p>2. 
For the pair 6 = (j, k), we define the reduced mass ps as pLa = m,m,/ 
(m, +m,) and the two-particle subsystem Hamiltonian h, acting on the 
space L2(R3) as h, = -(2~~)-‘4 + vjk. We further assume that: For all 
pairs 6 = (j, k), 1 6 j < k < 3, 
(A.2) h, does not have negative bound state energies. 
(A.3) h, has a zero resonance energy. 
Then the main theorem is formulated as 
THEOREM 5.1. (Etimov’s Effect). Assume that (A.l)-(A.3) are satisfied. 
Then the Hamiltonian H defined by (5.1) has an in$nite number of negative 
bound state energies accumulating at zero. 
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6. 2H-1L PARTICLE SYSTEMS 
In the present section we prove the Efimov effect for a system of three 
particles with two heavy identical masses and one light different mass, 
m=m,=m,>M=m,. Instead of (A.3) we assume that: For the H-L 
pairs 6 = (1, 3) and (2, 3) only 
(A.3’) h, has a zero resonance energy. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let H be the Schriidinger operator of 2H-1L particle 
system with masses (m, m, M), m > M. Assume that (A.1 ), (A.2), and (A.3’) 
are satisfied. If m/M > 1.6, then H has an infinite number of negative bound 
state energies. 
We make several comments on the above theorem. 
Remarks. (i) A similar result has been already obtained by [7] for a 
class of spherically symmetric potentials. (ii) The above result cannot cover 
the case with three identical masses under assumption (A.3’). (iii) In 
general, the Elimov effect cannot be expected without assuming that all 
three two-particle subsystems have a zero resonance energy. For example, 
consider the Hamiltonian H with masses (m, m, co). If V,, > 0, then H has 
no negative bound state energies under assumptions (A.1 ), (A.2), (A.3’). 
The theorem above is proved by making use of the same variational 
method as in [7]. The proof is divided into several steps. 
6.1. We start by describing the Hamiltonian H under consideration in 
terms of the Jacobi coordinates. Let (r, R) E R6 be the coordinates defined 
by 
r=(r1,r2,r3)=x1-x2, R = (R,, R,, &) = 4(x, +x2)-x3, (6.1) 
SO that x, -x3 = R + r/2 and x2-x3 = R - r/2. Let A, and A, denote the 
Laplace operator with respect o the variables r and R, respectively. Then 
H is represented as 
H= -$AR-tAR+ V,,(R-r/2)+ V’,,(R+r/2)+ V,,(r) 
with v = 2mM/(2m + M). 
We denote by ( , ), and ( , )R the L* scalar product in the spaces 
L’(R:) and L’(Ri), respectively. Let 4 = Ql(r, R) be a real function with 
the following properties: (i) (q5(r, .), #(r, .))R= 1 for all rE R3; 
(ii) (ARq5)(r, .) E L*(Ri); (iii) &r, R) is a C2-smooth function of r with 
values in L’(Ri). In the discussion below, the variables r sometimes 
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regarded as parameters. For the functions 4 introduced above, we define 
the projection P,: L2(Rb) + L2(Rb) by 
(P,u)(r, RI= (dr, ‘1, d(r, .)jR d(r, RI. 
Then, P,HP, can be considered as an operator acting on the space 
L*(R:) N Range P, and this operator has the representation 
P4HP41: -:A,+ V,,(r)+U(r), 
where 
u(r) = (Ho(r) 4(r, .I, d(r, .lR + ((- l/m) Adr, .I, d(r, .)jR 
with 
H,(r)= 42~)~‘A,+ V,,(R-r/2)+ V,,(R+r/2). 
If we can choose 4 to satisfy 
mU(r)Jr12 < -l/4, lrl % 1, (6.2) 
then the theorem follows at once. 
6.2. In what follows, we consider only r, (rl $ 1, large enough. To prove 
(6.2) we take q5(r, R) of the form 
4=Al(r)f~(R-r/2; r)+A2(r).f2(R+r/2; r). 
Then, U(r) takes the form 
U(r) = + remainder term. 
R 
We now choose Q so that q5 satisfies approximately the eigenvalue problem 
Ho(r)-tAR 
> 
4~ -&Ed, E=E(r)>O, 
with p=mA4/(m + M), p being the reduced mass of the H-L pairs. The 
operator on the right side of (6.3) is written as -(2p)-‘AR+ 
V,,(R - r/2) + V,,(R + r/2). By assumption (A.3’), the subsystem 
Hamiltonian h, = -(2~) -id + V, has a zero resonance nergy for the H-L 
pairs 6 = (1, 3) and (2, 3). Thus we can apply the same argument as 
in Sections 24 to problem (6.3). The approximate negative eigenvalue 
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-E= -E(r) is determined as -E= -K21rle2, (rl $1, where ~~0.567143 
is the unique root of s = exp( --s), and also we have 
m+M 
u(r)= - 2mM - Ic2 Irl-’ + remainder term + o( \rI -‘) 
6.3. We recall the properties of the test function 4(r, R). Let P(x; C, a) 
be defined by (1.1). Let the notations 8, x0, and xrn be as in Section 4. We 
denote by $1 and ti2 the zero resonance function of the two-particle 
subsystem Hamiltonian hs = -(2~)-‘A + V, with 6 = (2,3) and (1,3), 
respectively, where $, is normalized as 2~( V,, , I+!I, ) = (47~)“~ ; similarly 
for $2. Define fk(R; r), 1 d k d 2, as 
with o1 = CJ~ = IC’ Jr( p2, where 
g,(R;r)= -(4~)1’2~k(R)--lrl-1. 
Then the test function 4 is defined by 
b(r, RI = A l(r) fl(R - r/2; r) + A,(r) f2(R + r/2; r). 
The normalization constant A k(r) satisfies the relation A 1(r) = A 2(r) > 0 
and also, by definition, fi( R - r/2) = F(R; CJ~ , u’ ) with u1 = r/2 for R, 
]R-r/21 >21r18 and f2(R + r/2) = F(R; a2, a’) with a2 = -r/2 for R, 
(R+r/21 >21rl”. 
LEMMA 6.1. Define wk, 1 d kd2, by 
w,=o,=(4n)-“2 (K-1 + 1)-l/2. 
Then 
d~(A,(r)-okIrl-112) = o(lrl -1/2--lrl), o< Ial B2, (6.4) 
Proof. The lemma is easy to prove. We give only a sketch for the proof. 
Set w=ol =w2. Let 
K(r)= (fi(R-r/2)+f2(R+r/2),fl(R-r/2)+f2(R+r/2)).. 
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Then, A,(r)=A,(r)=K(r) ‘I. Since x=exp(-K), it follows from 
Proposition I. 1 that 
, <;<, CF(R; ak, ~“1, F(R, .a,,~2’))~=47r(ti~ ‘+l)jrl=w~‘Irl. 
. . . 
Hence, K(r) behaves like K(r)=cu”lr/ (1 + o(l)) as JrJ --t CD. This proves 
(6.4) with INI = 0. By partial integration, we can also prove that 
dF(K(r)--0-* IrI ) = a( It-1 ’ ~~ I”‘), 1 d lal d 2, (6.5) 
as (rl -+ co. This implies (6.4) with 1 < (CC/ ~2. To prove (6.5), we make use 
of the relation 
fk(R;r)=F(R;ok,O)+O(Jrl *+‘), I4 + a, 
for R, [r/O d I RI Q 2 Irl’, which follows from (4.2). Thus the lemma is 
proved. 1 
6.4. To prove (6.2), we have to calculate the remainder term. Such a 
calculation is based on the integral formulas in Proposition 1.1. Let the 
integrals Z, I,, I,, I,, and I,,j be as defined in Section 1. Then the remainder 
term is decomposed as 
-j-,$, Jk(r)+41rlp2), Irl + ~0, 
where 
JI =~~,0,1rl-“2(d,lrl-“2)Z(a,, c7,;ak, a’), 
J2=2g (air1 -“2/arj)(da,“/&j) zj(CTk, 0,; Uk, a’)}, 
J, = 2 c wwkoIIr( -‘I* 
i 
,$, (a b-1 -“z/arj)(aak/a,i,> zO(ak9 O/i ak, a’), 
Jd=c wkm,h pl(dkak) zO(ak? a/; akT a’), 
J~=~~k~~l~J-‘JVr~k12 z&ok, a/; ak, a’), 
Here the summation C is taken over the pairs (k, I), 1 Q k, I < 2, and 2 
over the pairs (k, l), 1 6 k, 16 2 with k # 1. We should note that in J2 the 
terms with okoI, k = 1, vanish by partial integration. Set o = w, = w2 
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again. Recall that or = oz = rc’)r) -*, a1 = r/2, and a* = -r/2. Then, by 
making use of the relation K = exp( - K), each term Jk can be calculated as 
follows : 
J1= -(rc-‘+l)~(r(-*~~, 
J2 = 2klr: Irl -*co2, 
J3=J4= -2(K-‘+ 1 +K)7clr(P202, 
J5=4(K-1+1+K+~K2)71)r1-2C02, 
J6 = -2K2n Ir] -*co*. 
By definition, 4n(k--’ + 1) o2 = 1. Hence, (6.2) is reduced to evaluating 
the value of 
G(K) = y(K+K*)-(~K+l_K+~gl) 
at K N 0.567143. If
-‘+I-2K--1K* 
3 1’ 
(K + K*) N 1.59149, 
then G(K) > 0 and (6.2) is proved. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
7. SYSTEMS WITH THREE IDENTICAL MASSES 
As stated in the previous section, Theorem 6.1 cannot cover the case of 
systems with three identical masses. In this section we prove the Efimov 
effect for such a system with identical masses, m = m, = m, = m3, assuming 
that all three two-particle subsystems have zero resonance energy. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let H be the Schriidinger operator of the system with 
three identical masses mj= m, 16 j<3. Assume that (A.l)-(A.3) are 
satisfied. Then H has an infinite number of negative bound state energies. 
The idea of the proof is in principle the same as that in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 
7.1. Let (r, R) E R6 be the Jacobi coordinates introduced by (6.1). Then 
the Hamiltonian H under consideration is represented as 
H= -&AR-id,+ V,,(R-r/2)+ V,,(R+r/2)+ VII(r), 
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We introduce a real function q5 = q5(v, R) with the following properties: 
(i) <Qt., RI, 4(,, RI), = 1 f or all R E R3; (ii) (d,d)(., R) E L’(R:): 
(iii) q5(r, R) is a C2-smooth function of R with values in L’(R:). The roles 
of the variables r and R are exchanged with each other and the variables 
R are regarded as parameters. As in Section 6, we define the projection 
P, : L2( R6) -+ L2( R6) by 
(f’,u)(r> RI= (4.1 RL d(., R)),b(r, RI. 
Then the operator P,HP, has the representation 
P,HP, N --&AR+ U(R), 
when considered as an operator acting on L*(Ri), where 
U(R)=(H,(RM4),+ > ,
with 
f&W)= -:A,+ V,,(R-r/2)+ V,,(R+r/‘2)+ v,,(r) 
If we can choose q5 to satisfy 
4m 
3 U(R)(R12< -f; IRI s 1, 
then the theorem follows at once. 
7.2. We consider only R, IR( B 1, large enough. To prove (7.1), we take 
&r, R) of the form 
#=A,(R)f,(R-r/2);R)+A,(R)f,(R+r/2;R)+A,(R)f,(r;R) 
and consider the eigenvalue problem 
H,(R)B-& {A,(A,f,)(R-r/2)+A2(A2f2)(R+r/2))= -iW 
More precisely, the eigenvalue problem above can be put into 
+ (VdR--r/2)+ V,,(R+r/2)+ V12(r)}~+~E#=0. (7.2) 
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By assumption. the two-particle subsystem Hamiltonian h, = -(l/m) A + 
I/, has a zero resonance energy for all pairs 6 = (j, k), 16 j < k < 3. Thus 
we can apply the same argument as in Sections 2-4 to problem (7.2) with 
triple well potential. 
The negative eigenvalue -E = -E(R) to (7.2) is approximately con- 
structed as follows. Let 8 be fixed as in (4.1). Definef,(r; R), 1 <k < 3, by 
for r, It-1 > 2 (RI ‘, F being defined by (1.1). Then we obtain the matching 
condition 
E’12A, = (2(RI)-’ exp( -fi12RI)(A,+A,), 
E112A2 = (2(RI)p1 exp( -fil2R()(A, + A,), 
E”‘A, = IR( -’ exp( -&IRI)(A1 + A2). 
(7.3) 
By this condition, the approximate negative eigenvalue -E = -E(R) is 
determined as 
-E= -E(R)= -K21RI-2, IRI B 1, (7.4) 
where K w 0.538808 is the unique root of equation 
1 = (2s) ~ ’ exp( - 2s) + s2 exp( - 3s). (7.5) 
The normalization constant A,(R), 1 <k d 3, must satisfy the relation 
A,(R) = A i(R) 
A,(R)=2c’ exp( -K) A,(R). 
(7.6) 
Thus we can construct a test function b(r, R) to satisfy 
U(R)= -~~‘IRI~~+remainder term+o(IRI-2), IRJ + 00. 
7.3. We summerize several properties of q5(r, R). Let the notations x0 
and zoo be again as in Section 4. Denote by $, , rj2, and ti3 the normalized 
zero resonance function of the two-particle subsystem Hamiltonian 
hd = -(l/m) A + Vb with 6 = (2, 3), (1,3), and (1,2), respectively, where +I 
is normalized as m( V23, +, ) = (47~)“~; similarly for e2 and ti3. Define 
fk(r; R), 1 <k < 3, by 
fk(r; R)=xo(c R) g,dr; W+X~(~; R)J'(r; E, Oh 
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where E = K* lR[ -’ is defined by (7.4) and 
g/Jr; R) = -(47c)‘qk(Y) - K IRI ’ 
Then the test function &r, R) is defined by 
~=Al(R)fl(R-r/2;R)+A2(R).f2(R+r/2;R)+A3(R)f3(r;R), 
where the normalization constant A,(R), 1 <k < 3, satisfies relation (7.6). 
By definition, 
with 
and 
f,(R - r/2; R) = 2F(r; IS,, a’), (R-r/21 >2)R(‘, 
f2(R + r/2; R) = 2F(r: 02, a*), lR+r/2/ >21RI”, 
f3(r; R) = F(r; 03, a3), I4 > 2 IRIo, 
01=02=;~*/RI -*, g3 = K2 IRI -*, 
a1 = 2R, a*= -2R, a3 =o. 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
LEMMA 7.1. Define o > 0 by 
7-4 ~JK) exp( - 2~) + q,(x) exp( - 3~)) co2 = 1 
with 
~1,=(2~/3+2)~-~+2~~~*+2~~~‘, q0=(-25/3+23)Km-3. 
Let w1 = o2 = o and /et o3 = K- ’ exp( - K)O. Then 
a”,(A,(R)- (o,/2)(RJ .+*)=o(IRI -I’*-“I), 1 dkd2, 
~“,(A,(R)-u,JRJ~‘!*‘=~(~RJ~“~-‘“’), 
(7.9) 
as (RJ + co for a, 0 Q [cl1 ,< 2. 
Proof: The lemma is proved in the same way as in the proof of 
Lemma 6.1. We calculate 
&CR) = c ukor(F(r; ck, ok), Or; oI, a’)>,. 
l~k.1~3 
By making use of Proposition 1.1 and of relation (7.5), we have 
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for p,,(K) and qo(tc) as in the lemma. This, together with (7.6) proves (7.9) 
with 1x1 =O. We can also prove (7.9) with 1 < 1~11 g2 in the same way as 
in the proof of Lemma 6.1. 1 
7.4. We have to calculate the remainder term. This is decomposed as 
where J,(R), 1 dk d 6, take forms similar to those in step 6.4 with a 
natural modification. Let ck and uk, 1 d k Q 3, be defined by (7.7) and (7.8) 
respectively. Recall the definition of ok, 1 < k < 3, in Lemma 7.1. We first 
calculate J, (R), 
J,(R) = c o,o,lRI -1’2(&@1 -I’*) z(a,, 0,; ak, a’). 
l<k,/<3 
By Proposition 1.1 and relation (7.5) we obtain that: 
(i) JI=(p(K)exp(-2K)+q(K)exp(-3K))n.IRI-*~* with 
p=-(f23++)K-3-Kp2-2K-1, q=($23-2)K-3. 
Similarly, we have that: 
(ii) J2 = (P(K) eXp( - 2K) + q(k) exp( - 3~)) rc IRI -*02 with 
J,+4~-3+94Kp2+23, q= -+24K~3-$5K-*. 
(iii) J,=J,=i(p(K)exp(-2K)+q(K)exp(-~K))zIRI~*w* with 
J,= -(+26+2)Kp3-((f25+22)K-2-23K-1-24, 
q=(f26-23)K~3+~26K-2. 
(iv) J5 = (p(K) exp( -2K) + q(K) exp( - 3K)) II IRJ -*a2 with 
p= (32’+ 2) Kp3 +(-i$24+22)K-2+$23Kp'+24+$5K, 
q=(-~27+23)K~3-~2sK-2-326K-‘. 
(v) J6=(~(K)exp(-2K)+q(K)exp(-3~))~~~I~*0* with 
p=~26K~3+~26K~*_f25K-1-24K, q= -426K--3 -;27K-*. 
By definition, 
~(~~(K)exp(-2K)+q~(K)exp(-3K))o*= 1 
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with p0 and q0 as in Lemma 7.1. Thus the proof of (7.1) is reduced to 
evaluating the value of 
G(K)=P(K)eXp( -2K)+ Q(K)eXp( -3K) 
at K N 0.538808, where 
Q= -(~26+22)Ic-3-d271c~2-~251c~1. 
We have G(K)- 3.03311 >O at K -0.538808. This proves (7.1) and the 
theorem is now proved. 
8. 2L-1H PARTICLE SYSTEMS 
In this section, Theorem 7.1 is extended to the case of a 2L-lH particle 
system with two light identical masses and one heavy different mass, 
m=m,=m,<M=m,6co. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let H be the Schriidinger operator of the above particle 
system. Assume that (A.l)-(A.3) are satisfied. Then H has an infinite number 
of negative bound state energies. 
The theorem above is proved by reducing the problem under considera- 
tion to the case of three identical masses. 
8.1. Let (r, R) E R6 be again the Jacobi coordinates introduced by (6.1). 
Then H is represented as 
H= -&AR-AA,+ V2JR-r/2)+ V,,(R+r/2)+ V,,(r) 
with v = 2mM/(2m + M). We rewrite H as H = fil H, + y, T, with 
0, = 2m/3v and yr = 2(M- m)/3M> 0, where 
HI= -&AR--id,+ W,,(R-r/2)+ W,,(R+r/2)+ W,,(r) 
with 
w,3=$M v23, w3=sM v,,, w,,= VI,, 
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and 
TI= --hAr+$ WdR-r/2)+: W,,(R+r/2)+ W,*(r). 
The Hamiltonian Hi can be considered as the energy operator for the 
system with three identical masses mj = m, 1 <j< 3, and with the pair 
interactions W,, 1 < j < k < 3. By assumption, the two-particle subsystem 
Hamiltonian - (l/m)d + Wjk has a zero resonance energy. Therefore, we 
can construct a test function #(r, R) such that 
3 
P,H,P,- -GA”+ U(R) 
with 
4m 
3 U(R)\R12< -;, (RI ti 1. 
We assert that for such a test function 4 
(8.1) 
If this is verified, then the theorem follows immediately. 
8.2. We recall the form of the test function qS(r, R) 
4 = Al(R)fl(R - 42; RI + A,(R) .f2(R + 42; R) + A,(R) fdr; R) 
with fk(r; R), 1 <k < 3, as in step 7.3. The term in question is decomposed 
as 
(T,i,)),=~(r,(R)+r,(R)+T,(R)), 
where 
r,=f(A,(R)(-A,f,)(R-r/2)+mW2,(R-r/2)~,QI),, 
r2=f(A2(R)(-A,f2)(R+r/2)+mW,,(R+r/2)~,~),, 
r3= (A,(R)(-A,f,)(r)+mW,,(r)~,~),. 
We claim that 
r,(R) ~0, IRI % 1, (8.2) 
for j, 1 <j < 3, from which (8.1) follows at once. 
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8.3. We prove (8.2) for the case ,j = 1 only; a similar argument applies 
to the other cases. 
We first write 
where 
n,=A,(R)((-A.f,)(R-r/2)+mW,,(R-r/2)f,(R-r/2),(b),, 
n,=A,(R)(mW,,(R-r/2)f,(R+r/2),~),, 
n,=A,(R)(mW,,(R-r/2)f,(r), 4>,-. 
It can be easily proved that 
~,=A,(R)A,(R)(mW,,(R--r/2)f,(R+r/2),f,(R-r/2)),+o(lRl~~2) 
as IRI -P co. Let $(r) be the zero resonance function of - A,+m W,,(r) 
with normalization 
<mW,,, ti>,= (47~)“~. (8.3) 
By definition, 
f,(r; R) = -(4x)‘/211/(r) - E’/* 
for r, Jr1 < /RI’, where E = rc2 JR( -’ with K N 0.538808, and also we have 
f2(R+r/2;R)-f2(2R;R)=O(IRI-2+8) 
if IR - r/2) < ) RI’. Thus, by normalization (8.3), it follows that 
n2 = -(4x) A,(R) A,(R)fd2R; R) + o(lRI -2), IRI + co. 
Similarly 
Ii’,= -(47c) A,(R) A,(R)f,(2R; R)+o((R[-2). 
Hence, by the matching condition (7.3) 
n,+I7,= -(47r)E1’2A,(R)2+o(JRIp2), IRI + co. (8.4) 
8.4. Next we consider the term n,(R). We recall the properties of 
fi(r; R). First, f,(r, R) satisfies 
(6A,+mW,,)f, = -Ef, +mW,,f, 
for r, Irl >2jRIH. and 
(-A,+mW,,) f, = -mE”‘W,, 
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for r, It-1 < IRIB. We also have 
(-A,+mW,,)f, = O(lRI -2-o), IRI + 03, 
for r, (RI’< Irl 62(Rle. Hence it follows that 
17, = -~~l(RKfl(R-r/2), 4>,-@‘A,(R) 
x (mW2AR-r/2L 4>,+41W2) 
as IRI + co. By normalization (8.3), we can easily see that 
(mW,,(R-r/2), d>,= -(~~E)A,(R)+o(IRI~~‘~~). 
This, together with (8.4), gives 
G(R)= -$%(R)<~,(R-r/2), ~),+o(IRI-~). (8.5) 
By Proposition 1.1, the leading term on the right side of (8.5) is strictly 
negative for IRI B 1 and hence (8.2) with j= 1 is verified. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 8.1. 
9. GENERAL THREE-PARTICLE SYSTEMS 
We now prove the Elimov effect for general three-particle systems 
without mass restriction and complete the proof of the main theorem 
(Theorem 5.1). The proof is again done by reducing the problem to the 
case of three identical masses. 
9.1. Consider the three-particle system with masses m, = m, m, = n, 
m3 = M. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 <n < m < 
M d 00. Let (r, R) E R6 be the coordinates introduced by (6.1). In this case, 
the coordinates (r, R) do not necessarily become the Jacobi coordinates for 
the Hamiltonian H under consideration but the center of mass motion can 
be separated by these coordinates. In fact, H is represented in terms of the 
coordinates as 
H= -fclA.-~c,A,-lc,V,.V, 
+ J-‘dR - r/2) + J’,,(R + r/2)) + V,,(r), 
with 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Cl=&+G+$ CT,=--+-, m n 
cj=--- 
m n’ 
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We decompose H as the sum of the Hamiltonian H, for the 2L-IH particle 
system with masses (m, m, M), m < M, and the remainder operators 
with pz = (4mn + M(m + n))/2n(2m + M) and y2 = (m - n)/n > 0, where 
H 
2 
= -i2m+M 2~AR-id,+ W23(R-r/2)+ WdR+rP)+ W12(r) 
with 
w =n(m+W v 
23 m(n+M) 23’ WI3 = v,,, 
w,, =2-L- I/,,, 
m+n 
and 
T,= - kM A, + U2,(R - 42) - U13(R + 42) + Udr) 
with 
M 
u23 = 
3m+M w 
2(m+M)2m+M 23’ u,3 = 
M 
2(2m + M) 
W 
13’ 
u,,=L w,,. 
2m+M 
By assumption, the Hamiltonian H, satisfies the assumptions (A.lt(A.3) 
when considered as the energy operator for the 2L-1H particle system 
with masses (m, m, M), ~-CM, and with the pair interactions W,, 
1 <<j < k < 3. Thus we can construct a test function C$ = c+h(r, R) such that 
the operator P, H, P, has an infinite number of negative eigenvalues when 
considered as an operator acting on L2(Ri). Hence, if we can show that 
for such a test function 4, then the theorem follows at once. 
9.2. For JRJ 9 1, the test function b(r, R) is of the form 
~=A,(R)f,(R-r/2;R)+A2(R)f2(R+r/2;R)+A3(R)f3(r;R) 
withf,(r; R), 1 ,< k < 3, as in step 7.3. We rewrite the term under considera- 
tion as 
W+~V,W 4 
> 
remainder term, 
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where 
AI=! A,(R) ( ( && (-~,f,)(R-G) 1 
+ 4U23(R - r/2) 44 
> 
, 
r 
( - ArfAR + 42) 
lJ,k, 1 <j < k < 3, being as in step 9.1. We claim that 
i Aj(R)IRI’<O, IRI 9 1, (9.2) 
j= 1 
remainder term = o( 1 RI p2), jR\ + co. (9.3) 
If these are verified, then (9.1) follows and the main theorem is proved. 
9.3. We first consider the term ,4 i( R). This is rewritten as 
/i = 3m+M 
’ 4m(2m+M) A ,(R)( -Arf,)(R - 6’) 
+ zM W2,(R - r/2)4,4) . 
r 
By assumption, the two-particle subsystem Hamiltonian - (2~))‘4 + I’,,, 
p==nM/(n+M), and hence -A+ (2nM/(m+M)) W,,, has a zero 
resonance energy. Hence, by making use of the same argument as used to 
derive (KS), we obtain 
+ 414 -2L IRI --) 00, 
with E = x2 I R( -2, K N 0.538808. Similarly we have 
A,(R) = 4m;l; yM) EA,(Wf2(R + r/2), $>r + 4lRl-‘) 
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Since A,(R)=A,(R)>O and since 
by Proposition 1.1, the first assertion (9.2) is verified. 
9.4. Next we prove the second assertion (9.3). Recall the properties of 
the test function #(r, R) summarized in step 7.3. Let the integral I,,, 
1 ,<j< 3, be as in Section 1. Then, by partial integration, we see that the 
remainder term in question behaves like 
as JRJ -+ co, where ok, 1 <k d 3, is as in Lemma 7.1 and (TV and ak, 
1 <k < 3, are defined by (7.7) and (7.8), respectively. By Proposition 1.1, 
the leading term above vanishes and hence (9.3) is proved. Thus the proof 
of the main theorem is now complete. 
10. LOWER BOUND ON THE NUMBER OF BOUND STATES 
Let H be defined by (5.1). Assume that (A.l)-(A.3) are satisfied. We 
denote by N(E), E > 0, the number of negative bound state energies below 
-E of H. Then we have the lower bound on N(E), 
lim inf N(E)/llog E( > 0. 
E-O 
This is obtained as an immediate consequence of the result of Kirsch and 
Simon [3] on the asymptotic formula for the number n(E) of negative 
bound state energies below -E of two-body operators -A + V with 
potentials V(x), x E R:, behaving like V(x) h -c 1x1 p2, c > l/4, as 1x1 + co, 
rJ- IPI 
liEn(E)/llog El = c (21+ l)(c- (I+ l/2)*)“*. 
/=O 
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In fact, to obtain the lower bound above, we have only to apply this 
asymptotic formula to the operator P,HP, acting on the space L’(Ri). 
To establish the upper bound on N(E), N(E) = O( (log El ), E -+ 0, seems 
to be an interesting open problem. 
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